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San Francisco is home to one of the coolest nightclubs in the country: Temple. From
the outside, it’s a rather unassuming place, but step inside and you’re transported to
another dimension. The room gets its vibe from thousands of spherical lights protruding
from the array of columns on the floor as well as the ceiling, making you feel like you’re
in an actual space ship. You can read our review of one night at Temple here.
Now, Temple Nightclub will be arriving in Denver as part of the Zen Compound. The
new compound will go live this fall in the old City Hall Event Venue at 1136 N. Broadway
Street in Denver’s Capitol Hill and Golden Triangle Creative district. The nightclub will
create a whole new nightlife experience, offering a 21 and over, fully immersive aweinspiring lighting & visual experience, paired with world-class talent.
The new 20,000-square foot, three-story Zen Compound will open in stages
with Temple Nightclub as the first concept to go live this fall. All three remaining
concepts are expected to be up and running by the 2018 New Year.
“We see Denver as a sister city to San Francisco in many ways,” said San Francisco
artist/DJ/entrepreneur Paul Hemming of his company’s expansion plan. “The MileHigh City is a major metropolitan hub and has an eclectic confluence of technology,
music, art, entertainment and nightlife. It’s an exploding market with refined tastes, an
entrepreneurial spirit and drive. Denver has a highly affluent market with appreciation
for creativity and attention to detail.”
In Denver, construction is already underway and will bring 100 new jobs to residents;
80 of those positions are to be slotted for the nightclub. Hemming will lead design and
oversee the architectural team and initial buildout, which calls for an aesthetic of
“futuristic escapism” and theatrical elements while preserving key elements of the
original structure. He’s also sole proprietor with a remarkable 20-year lease of the
building.
Temple in SF brings hundreds of high quality DJs a year to its stage and we can expect
the same from the upcoming Denver iteration. “We found the perfect space and were
able to assemble a great team and it all came together,” said Hemming. So, stay tuned

for more information about this new nightclub as it nears opening day and get excited,
Colorado! This is going to be something special.
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